FEELFREE MOVE KAYAK

The FeelFree Move was designed with smaller paddlers in mind including smaller adults as well as
children. This kayak has lots of nice features which include bow and stern handles, side handles, bow
hatch, rear tank well, drain plug and wheel in the keel. Ideally paddled by smaller paddlers on lakes,
canals, estuaries and sheltered coastlines.

This kayak has a 'Wheel In The Keel' that makes moving the kayak to and from the water so much easier.
The wheel in the keel is designed for use on harder surfaces, not very rough ground, very soft sand or
mud.

Note : Seat is not included with the kayak

FEELFREE NOMAD KAYAK

The Nomad is an all-round single person kayak ready to play in the surf, drift along slow moving streams
and rivers or even for anchoring down in your favorite fishing spot while you cast a line. It combines a
large ergonomic cockpit, comfort seating system and proven hull design to create an experience on the
water that any paddler will enjoy.
Looking for a package deal? Click the link below to check out our Nomad Adventure Package. Everything
you need to have a great day on the water!

Note : Seat is not included with the kayak

FEELFREE Gemini 2 Seater KAYAK

Tandem sit on tops have been around for many years in quite a basic form but then along came the
Feelfree Gemini, a very modern tandem sit on top kayak.
The Gemini capacity, seating arrangements and layout has made it the tandem of choice for the majority
of tandem sit on top kayak paddlers. The Gemini can be paddled tandem, solo or even as a tandem with
a smaller child in the middle.
The Gemini Sport comes with a 'Wheel in the Keel' that makes getting this sit on kayak to and from the
water much easier. The wheel in the keel is designed for use on hard/firm surfaces. It makes moving the
Gemini Sport on slipways and from the garage to the driveway easier. The wheel isn't designed for use on
rough ground or very soft sand or mud.

